Dear members,

With the introduction of your new Coal EA there is a provision for the company to roster 12 hour shifts in the Daily roster (with conditions, find previous circular here).

There have been a number of concerns raised by members regarding excessive use of shift extensions both in the daily roster and in the day of ops.

As a union we are seeking documentation of when and why these extensions are taking place. I have attached a feedback form here that I ask is completed for each shift extension you are directed to undertake.

Once we have a clear picture of what extensions are occurring and the reason for the extensions, we can then work towards our next steps of reducing unnecessary shift extensions.

We ask that you complete the forms and return to your local AFULE representative or scan them to statesecretary@afule.org.au.

Please contact your local rep or state office on 3844 9163 or statesecretary@afule.org.au if you would like further information.

In Solidarity,

Michael McKitrick
State Secretary